
Mobile devices are a lot more than just miniature versions of a PC, so your mobile security needs to be more than mini versions of 

your PC and network security. With mobile, you need to be aware of not only "who" and "what" but "where" and "when" as well. 

AirPatrol ZoneDefense provides full-scope location and monitoring of all mobile devices—both friendly and unknown—in your or-

ganization as well as zone-based security policy enforcement so you can confidently manage and mitigate mobile risks. 

Complete WiFi and Cellular device detection and monitoring 

High speed 3g and 4g LTE cellular means more devices are accessing the Internet via their phone carrier, bypassing WiFi 

networks (and endpoint security) altogether. That’s why ZoneDefense offers mobile device detection and locationing 

for the full 802.11 WiFi spectrum (802.11a/b/g/n), as well as 2g. 3g and 4g LTE cellular. With ZoneDefense you know 

where all the mobile devices are, not just a selected few. 

Pinpoint 1.5 meter location accuracy 

Knowing the “general location” of a device in area that includes multiple buildings, floors and thousands of possible 

locations isn’t worth much. ZoneDefense’s patented AirPatrol Location Engine Technology (AP-LET), device location 

is accurate to within 1.5 meters—more than 10 times the precision of other locationing systems. With ZoneDefense 

mobile devices are located and monitored across areas as large as a multi high-rise campus, and pinpointed to spots 

as small as an office cubicle. 

Real time monitoring and alerting 

ZoneDefense’s monitoring console gives you a single, unified heads up display of all mobile devices operating in your 

organization. Unknown devices are color coded for quick identification and real time SMS and email alerting provides 

you with immediate notice of rogue devices entering secured zones.  

Zone-based security policy enforcement 

For registered devices ZoneDefense can automatically change security and application restrictions based on device 

location and user privileges so you have the flexibility to make some zones restriction free and lock others down 

with airtight security. Moreover,  

Integrates with 3rd party mobile management and security tools 

ZoneDefense offers integrations with all major mobile device and application management (MDM/MAM), BYOD, net-

work security and policy administration systems. Connected to the ZoneDefense platform these 3rd party tools are 

enhanced with the ability to dynamically set and change policies, modify security and manage devices based on loca-

tion and user as well as device. 
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